1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

*BRCA1* plays essential roles in maintaining genome integrity [@b0005]. Pathogenic mutation in *BRCA1* damages the function of *BRCA1* and has been reported as one of the utmost penetrating genetic predispositions towards breast and ovarian cancer [@b0010]. Identification of the mutation carriers for these not yet developed cancers will be critical in preventing cancer whereas for those already developed cancer, it will be a crucial stride towards targeted cancer treatment such as the use of PARP inhibitors. Since the discovery of the relationship between mutation in *BRCA1* and cancer, extensive efforts have been made to determine the mutation spectrum of *BRCA1*, with a large quantity of *BRCA1* variants identified mostly in Caucasian population [@b0015], [@b0020]. A widely used five-classification system has been applied to classify the variants into Benign, Likely Benign, Variant of Uncertain Significance (VUS), Likely Pathogenic and Pathogenic [@b0025], [@b0030]. While the variants classified as Pathogenic, Likely Pathogenic, Benign and Likely Benign have clinical significance, the variants classified as VUS are of utmost concern as their clinical significance cannot be determined due to the lack of sufficient evidence to determine if they are pathogenic or benign. Of the over 5000 *BRCA1* variants in ClinVar database, 29% are classified as VUS (<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar>). In addition, a large quantity of variants is grouped as the unclassified variants as these are unclassifiable under the current five-classification system. The presence of VUS and unclassified variants is a serious obstacle for clinical prognosis and treatment of *BRCA*1-related cancer.

Analyzing variant-induced protein structural change is a widely used approach to study the effects of genetic variation on the affected protein, particularly for these with well-defined protein structure [@b0035]. The two tandem BRCT (*BRCA1* C-terminus) repeats are one of functional domains in BRCA1 highly conserved in multiple proteins [@b0040]. BRCA1 BRCT repeats play important roles in tumor suppressor function of BRCA1 by interaction with multiple phospho-proteins including BACH1, CtIP, CCDC98 and RAP80 through partner protein's phosphorylated peptide motif [@b0045]. As intact tandem BRCT structure is required for BRCA1 function, variation in BRCA1 BRCT repeats effecting the native structure can have severe consequence of impairing BRCA1 function. This is evidenced by enriched missense variation within BRCT repeats in early onset of breast cancer patients [@b0050], [@b0055], [@b0060], decreased BRCA1 BRCT dimerization in the dimer interface in cancer [@b0065], and by oncogenesis effects in deletion of BRCA1 BRCT repeats [@b0070]. Indeed, multiple attempts have been made to classify the VUS in BRCA1 BRCT repeats through computational approaches developed over the years [@b0075], [@b0080], [@b0085], [@b0090]. Majority of these approaches utilized evolution-based sequence conservation approach [@b0095], [@b0100], [@b0105], [@b0110].

We reasoned that the influence of variants in structural stability could be used to evaluate the impact of genetic variants. Although the structure of entire BRCA1 has not been reported, the structure of BRCA1 BRCT repeats is well defined [@b0115]. With \~100 amino acid residues, each BRCA1 BRCT repeat comprises a central, four stranded β sheets, surrounded by two α helices (α1 and α3) on one face and a single helix (α2) on the opposite face of β sheets ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A). The two BRCA1 BRCT repeats form an elongated structure, with each BRCT repeat adopting a globular α/β fold [@b0120]. Relative arrangement of α1, α3 and the central β sheet is conserved on aligning the BRCA1 BRCT repeats with other DNA repair proteins, such as XRCC1 repeats, whereas the orientation of α2 is much less conserved than the central β-sheet connecting loops. Folding of key hydrophobic residues (S1655, G1656, K1702) maintains the conservation of α1-α3-β-sheet structure [@b0125]. Hydrophobic residues within these helices pack tightly contributing to its inter-repeat interface required for its phospho-peptide recognition and interaction with phospho-dependent interacting proteins of BACH1, CtIP, CCDC98 and RAP80. The two BRCT repeats stack closely against each other through a large hydrophobic interface, giving rise to a deep surface cleft ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}B). Sequence and structural analyses revealed that this surface cleft is highly conserved among BRCA1 orthologs across species [@b0130].Fig. 1Structure of BRCT repeats. (A). Features of the structure. Each BRCA1 BRCT repeat shown as alpha carbon trace is comprised of a central, four stranded β sheets, surrounded by two α helices (α1 and α3) on one face and a single helix (α2) on the opposite face of β sheet. The AH2, AH3′ and AH1′ along with the linker helix forming the phosphor-peptide binding motif are shown in ribbon conformation. (B). Amino acid positions within BRCT phosphor-peptide binding motif in the hydrophobic cleft involved in phospho-peptide binding. The up part and the low part are 180-degree horizontal turn to show the variants on both sides of BRCA1 BRCT repeats. The up part shows the variant S1655, D1692, K1702, F1704, A1708, S1715, P1749, M1775, L1839, Y1853, the low part shows the variant D1692, K1702, S1715, W1718, T1720, D1739, R1751, M1783, L1839, and Y1853.

In this study, we analyzed the equilibrium dynamics for variants in phosphoserine recognition pocket (pSer-x-x-Phe) within the NH2-terminal of BRCT repeat (native and mutant structure) through Molecular Dynamics Simulations (MDS) in order to measure the impact of variants on phospho-peptide binding in BRCT, and interaction with other functional domains involved in DNA repair such as BACH1, TP53BP1, DNA ligase IV, and XRCC4 [@b0135], [@b0140]. We analyzed a set of 131 variants in the BRCA1 BRCT repeats consisting of 89 VUS and 42 unclassified variants within the phospho-peptide motif, and successfully differentiated them into the Deleterious and Tolerated variants based on the full agreement of the respective scores from known Pathogenic and Benign controls (We used Deleterious or Tolerated rather than Pathogenic and Benign to describe the results from our study to avoid confusion as Pathogenic and Benign variants have specific clinical implications).

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Modelling BRCT mutant structure {#s0015}
------------------------------------

The BRCA1 BRCT repeats comprising of phospho-peptide binding motif spanning aa 1648--1837 was from UniprotKB database (accession no: P38398) [@b0145]. We retrieved the phospho-peptide binding motif from native BRCT repeat structure (PDBID:1JNX) ([www.rcsb.org](http://www.rcsb.org){#ir010}) and utilized it as template to build the BRCT mutants using the Modeller package (*version 9.22*) to generate structure model of the BRCA1 BRCT repeats comprising phospho-peptide binding motif [@b0150]. The phospho-peptide region comprised of a large hydrophobic interface between BRCT1 and BRCT2 is formed by α2 (from BRCT1) and α′1 and α′3 (from BRCT2), with a linker between the two domains critical for the tumor suppressor function of BRCA1 [@b0155], [@b0160]. Through extensive database/literature searching, a total of 131 variants within BRCA1 BRCT1 and BRCT2 were identified, constituting 89 VUS and 42 unclassified variants, only 42 (32%) were present in dbSNP (version 150) [@b0075], [@b0080], [@b0090], [@b0165], [@b0170], [@b0175], [@b0180], [@b0185]. All of the variants were located within the phospho-peptide binding motif of BRCT repeats. A total of 42 amino acid substitutions at respective amino acid positions for each VUS involved in phospho-peptide binding [@b0190] were introduced through UCSF Chimera [@b0195], including N1647, S1651, M1652, S1655, G1656, E1661, F1662, M1663, V1665, A1669, H1686, M1689, K1690, T1691, D1692, C1697, R1699, L1701, K1702, F1704, G1706, A1708, S1715, Y1716, W1718, T1720, I1723, K1724, L1729, G1738, D1739, G1748, P1749, R1751, A1752, G1763, I1766, M1775, M1783, V1809, L1839, Y1853. Modeller package consisted of multistep processes, in which the input was an alignment of a sequence to be modelled with the template structure, the atomic coordinates and a script file. Four 3D models were generated for submitted query sequence and the one with the lowest energy was selected as the final model. PROCHECK [@b0200] and PROSA [@b0205] programs were used independently to evaluate the modelled mutant structure. Both programs evaluated the number of amino acid residues in favorable or disallowed regions and recognized structural errors within the modelled structure.

2.2. Predicting effects of mutation on BRCT stability by MDS {#s0020}
------------------------------------------------------------

To delineate the diverse structural characteristics, complexes of the native and mutant BRCT structure were analyzed with MDS [@b0210] composed of RMSD (Root-mean-square-deviation), RMSF (Root-mean-square-fluctuations), Rg (Radius of gyration), SASA (Solvent accessible surface area), and NH bond (hydrogen bond) programs. RMSD is commonly used as an indicator of structural convergence towards an equilibrium state [@b0215]. It measures low values of deviation for native and variant average structures over a period of time. All variants having RMSD value \>0.3 were classified as Deleterious and those with \< or equal to 0.3 were classified as Tolerated; RMSF measures flexibility of polypeptide chain by calculating the fluctuation of C-alpha atoms coordinating from their average position [@b0220]. RMSF values illustrate the difference in residue flexibility of protein segments between wildtype and mutant that correlates with the different intermolecular hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic contacts observed during analysis. All variants with RMSF value \>0.25 were classified as Deleterious and \<0.25 as Tolerated; Rg shows the shape of a molecule at specific instance through comparing the hydrodynamic radius of the native protein structure with that of substituted variants [@b0225]. Rg measures the distance of the atoms of the structure from either its center of gravity or an axis for the compactness of each protein structure. If a protein is stably folded, it will likely maintain a relatively steady value of Rg but the value will change if a protein unfolds. Variants with Rg score \>1.7 were classified as Deleterious and \<1.7 as Tolerated; NH-bond provides information of hydrogen bonds, either internally between protein--protein or externally between peptide and surrounding solvent [@b0230]. The presence of a hydrogen bond is inferred from the distance between a donor-H - acceptor pair and the donor -- H -- acceptor angle. As hydrogen bonds are important in maintaining steady configuration of protein, NH bond analysis of native and mutant form of the protein helps to determine the liaison between flexibility and NH bond formation. Variants with the number of NH bond \<300 were classified as Deleterious and \>300 as Tolerated; SASA defines the surface accessibility of protein for solvent binding [@b0235]. SASA value indicates the relative expansion of mutant structures and increased intrinsic flexibility that reduces the likelihood of stable binding. Variants with solvent surface area \>100 nm^2^ were classified as Deleterious and \<100 as Tolerated. All simulations were performed through GROMACS version 5.0. The protein complex was at center of 100\*100\*100 Å triclinic grid, which was solvated with SPC water model and neutralized with 5 Na^+^ ions. Equilibration of protein complex along with energy minimization utilizing the OPLS-AA/L force field was carried out at constant pressure of 1 atm and temperature (NPT) of 298 K with time interval of 2 fs using leap-frog integrator. Verlet cut‐off scheme was used to relax the unfavorable contacts between molecules. Particle Mesh Ewald method was used to treat the long-range electrostatic interactions. Energy-minimized systems were equilibrated till 100 ps at constant volume and temperature (NVT) with pressure 1 atm. A modified Berendsen thermostat v‐rescale [@b0240] was applied for temperature coupling in combination with the Parrinello--Rahman dynamics for pressure coupling [@b0245]. LINCS algorithm was applied to constrain the bond lengths [@b0250]. Trajectory frames of MDS were saved every 15 ps. Analysis of the trajectory files was performed on different statistical parameters using various inbuilt scripts of GROMACS. XMGRACE program was utilized to generate the corresponding plots.

2.3. Protein docking {#s0025}
--------------------

Variants identified as Deleterious through MDS were analyzed in terms of the change in binding affinity and mode of interaction with BACH1 phospho-protein involving in DNA repair through protein--protein docking with ClusPro server [@b0255]. The docked molecules (BRCT and BACH1) were ranked according to the RMSD value of the lowest clusters.

2.4. Covariance analysis {#s0030}
------------------------

Characterization and comparative analysis of the overall protein motion were performed using the Essential Dynamics method to give an improved outlook of large‐scale collective motions and confined fluctuations of protein structure [@b0260]. It characterizes the phase space behavior of protein on the basis of eigenvectors, the principal components that sort out the essential motions of a macromolecule in possible subspace. Eigenvectors calculate a converged trajectory of protein complex simulation, which gives insight of the movement of C‐alpha atoms representing the amino acid residues. Covariance matrix for the atomic coordinates of 213 C‐alpha atoms was calculated by the following equations:$$\sigma ij = \left\langle {{(ri - \left\langle \mathit{ri} \right\rangle)}{(rj - \left\langle \mathit{rj} \right\rangle)}} \right\rangle$$where σ is a symmetric 3 N × 3 N matrix and r is a diagonal matrix, which contains the masses of atoms in the instances of weighted analysis, representing the unit matrix with regards to non‐mass weighted matrix.$$R\frac{T}{\mathit{CR}} = diag\left( {\lambda_{1},\lambda_{2},\cdots.,\lambda_{3}N} \right)\mspace{6mu} where\lambda_{1} > \lambda_{2} > > \lambda_{3}N$$Where R represents the transformation into a new coordinate system and columns in R depicts the eigenvectors.

The contribution of atom j toward fluctuation of ith mode is defined by the following equation:$$\left\lbrack {m\frac{j}{i}} \right\rbrack = \sqrt{m\left( \frac{\mathit{jx}}{i} \right)^{2} + m\left( \frac{\mathit{jy}}{i} \right)^{2} + m\left( \frac{\mathit{jz}}{i} \right)^{2} = component\frac{j}{i}}$$where, $\left( {m\frac{\mathit{jx}}{i},m\frac{\mathit{jy}}{i},m\frac{\mathit{iz}}{i}} \right)$ represents component vectors of jth atom for ith mode.

Eigenvalues corresponding to each eigenvector explain the energetic contribution of that principal component to protein motion. For a long‐term MDS, only the first few modes are able to delineate the global collective fluctuations.

2.5. Statistical analysis {#s0035}
-------------------------

Statistical analysis was performed using the Principal Component Analysis, Wilcox test function [@b0265] in R. The datasets were classified into Deleterious and Tolerated for VUS and Pathogenic and Benign for control group. Plots of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of the classifier and the calculation of the area under the curve (AUC) were fulfilled using the verification package. The ROC curve demonstrates the sensitivity (Se, true positive rate) for any possible change in the number of variants (n) as function of (1 − Sp), Sp is defined as specificity or false negative rate.$$\mathit{Sensitivity}\mspace{6mu}\left( {Se} \right) = \frac{\mathit{Number}\mspace{6mu} of\mspace{6mu} selected\mspace{6mu} actives}{\mathit{Total}\mspace{6mu} number\mspace{6mu} of\mspace{6mu} actives}$$$$\mathit{Se} = \frac{\mathit{TP}}{\mathit{TP} + FN}$$$$\mathit{Specificity}\mspace{6mu}\left( {Sp} \right) = \frac{\mathit{Number}\mspace{6mu} of\mspace{6mu} discarded\mspace{6mu} inactives}{\mathit{Total}\mspace{6mu} number\mspace{6mu} of\mspace{6mu} inactives}$$$$\mathit{Sp} = \frac{\mathit{TN}}{\mathit{TN} + FP}$$

3. Results {#s0040}
==========

3.1. Protein modelling with VUS integration and classification based on structural and conformational changes in BRCT {#s0045}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We selected the crystal structure of the BRCA1 BRCT repeat region (PDB ID: 1JNX) to classify the 131 variants within the phospho-peptide motif of the BRCT domain. The comparative modelling through Modeller program included alignment of the query sequence to the known 3D template (PDB ID:1JNX), along with the shifting of spatial features such as Cα-Cα distances and main-chain / side-chain dihedral angles from the template to target, on the basis of the number of spatial restraints. The output was a 3D model for the targeted sequence comprising all main-chain and side-chain heavy atoms. The 131 variants within the BRCT repeats were located at the 42 amino acid residues: N1647, S1651, M1652, S1655, G1656, E1661, F1662, M1663, V1665, A1669, H1686, M1689, K1690, T1691, D1692, C1697, R1699, L1701, K1702, F1704, G1706, A1708, S1715, Y1716, W1718, T1720, I1723, K1724, L1729, G1738, D1739, G1748, P1749, R1751, A1752, G1763, I1766, M1775, M1783, V1809, L1839, Y1853 ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). Phospho-dependent interacting proteins such as BACH1 directly interact with tandem BRCT repeats upon its phosphorylation at Ser990. Studies have established a "two-knob" model to illustrate the binding of the phospho-dependent proteins with the conserved hydrophobic cleft of BRCT repeats [@b0060]. Two amino acids represented as knobs, i.e. BACH1 phosphorylated at pSer990 and Phe993, anchor through the N and C-terminal of the BRCT repeats. pSer990 interacts forming hydrogen bonds at N-terminal whereas Phe993 interacts through van der Waals at C-terminal.Table 1The 42 residues positions in BRCT and the corresponding VUS.Amino acid positionAmino acidCodonVUS altering phosphopeptide binding with BACH11647NAAT1 (K)1651STCA1 (P)1652MATG1 (T)1655STCA6 (T,P,A,Y,C,F)1656GGGA6 (R,C,S,V,A,D)1661EGAA1 (K)1662FTTC1 (S)1663MATG1 (K)1665VGTG5 (M,L,G,A,E)1669AGCT5 (T,S,P,G,D)1686HCAC1 (R)1689MATG2 (R, T)1690KAAG1 (Q)1691TACG1 (A, I)1692DGAC7 (N,Y,H,G,A,V,E)1697CTGC1 (Y)1699RAGA3 (G,P,L)1701LCTG1 (M)1702KAAG6 (E,Q,I,T,R,N)1704FTTC6 (V,L,I,S,C,Y)1706GGGA1 (E)1708AGCT1 (V)1715STCA7 (C,R,G,N,I,T,R)1716YTAC1 (C)1718WTGG5 (G,R,L,S,C)1720TACG2 (S,A)1723IATT1 (N)1724KAAG1 (N)1729LCTG1 (Q)1738GGGA6 (R,G,R,E,A,V)1739DGAC7 (H,N,Y,A,V,G,E)1748GGGA1 (C)1749PCCA6 (T,S,A,L,Q,R)1751RAGA4 (G,P,Q,L)1752AGCT6 (S,P,T,V,E,G)1763GGGA1 (V)1766IATT1 (V)1775MATG6 (L,V,R,T,W,I)1783MATG6 (L,V,K,R,T,I)1809VGTG3 (I,D,A)1839LCTG2 (S,F)1853YTAC4 (D,N,H,F)Total131

We first carried out simulations for the 10 known Pathogenic (D1692H, D1692Y, D1692N, A1708E, S1715R, S1715N, W1718S, W1718C, M1775K, M1775R) and 10 known benign (P1637L, M1652I, M1652T, F1662S, L1664P, E1682K, G1706A, T1720A, R1751Q, V1804A) variants from ClinVar. We observed full agreement with their existing classification. The rationale to select the control variants (Pathogenic and Benign) in our study was to utilize these to define the conditions to discriminate Deleterious and Tolerated variants. The cut-off scores determined from the 10 known pathogenic and benign variants for each MDS parameter were set to differentiate the variants into Deleterious and Tolerated classes ([Supplementary Table 1](#s0095){ref-type="sec"}). We then used the conditions to test all 131 variants. The followings are the detailed description for the results from each MDS program:

*RMSD:* It calculates the trajectories of the native and variant structures. Native BRCT structure stabilized around 0.3--0.4 nm with a deviation around 15 ns, as compared to the variants G1656R, K1702T with an unstable trajectory starting right from the equilibrium phase up to the productive phase, i.e. up to 40 ns as compared to the variants A1708S, G1738E, P1749Q with low RMSD values of less unstable as compared to G1656R and K1702T ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A, B). RMSD predicted 78 variants as Deleterious and 53 variants as Tolerated;Fig. 2Examples of VUS classification by individual MDS programs. The x-axis represents the time period in each program. A, B. RMSD. The results show the RMSD of native and mutant protein complexes for a time period of 40 ns. The y-axis represents the RMSD for the native and variants structures. A. Native, G1738E, A1708S, G1656R, K1702T; B. Native, P1749Q, M1775T, L1839S, Y1853D. C, D. RMSF. The results show the RMSF profile of native and mutant protein complexes for a time period of 40 ns. The y-axis represents the RMSF score for native and variant structures. C. Native, G1738E, A1708S, G1656R, K1702T; D. Native, P1749Q, M1775T, L1839S, Y1853D. E, F. Rg. The results show the Rg profile of native and mutant protein complexes for a time period of 40 ns. The y-axis represents the Rg score for native and variant structures. E: Native, A1708S, G1738E, G1656R, K1702T; F: Native, P1749Q, M1775T, Y1853D, L1839S. G, H. NH-bond. The results show the number of intermolecular hydrogen bonds in native and mutant protein structures for a time period of 40 ns. The y-axis represents the no. of H bond for the native and variant structures. G: Native, A1708S, G1738E, G1656R, K1702T; H: Native, P1749Q, M1775T, Y1853D, L1839S. I, J. SASA. The results show the SASA profile of the native and mutant protein complexes for a time period of 40 ns. The y-axis represents the area in nm^2^. I. Native, G1738E, K1702T, G1656R, A1708S: J. Native, Y1853D, P1749Q, M1775T, L1839S.

*RMSF:* It calculates values for the native and variant protein structures to determine the effect of substitutions in BRCT structure towards the dynamic behavior of residues. The main chain RMSF calculated over trajectories and averaged over the native and variant scores shows that the amino acid fluctuations were mostly in the region 1650--1730 and 1740 to 1780. G1656R and K1702T demonstrated high flexibility at their respective amino acid substitution positions with 0.55 and 0.48 RMSF scores respectively, whereas P1749Q having RMSF score of 0.40 demonstrated less degree of resilience as compared to the native protein ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}C, D). RMSF predicted 77 variants as Deleterious and 51 variants as Tolerated;

*Rg:* Rg is defined as the mass-weighted root mean square distance of collected atoms from their common center of mass. We utilized the Rg to test the compactness of the native and variant protein structure. All VUS had higher Rg values compared to the native BRCT structure with Rg score of 1.78, with P1749Q as the highest, signifying that the amino acid substitution resulted in larger hydrodynamic radius. i.e. less compact protein structure ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}E, F). Rg predicted 76 variants as Deleterious and 53 variants as Tolerated;

*NH bond:* Hydrogen bonds are considered to play vital roles in molecular recognition and overall stability of protein structure. NH-bond analyses the inter-molecular H bond in native and variant protein structure. The number of hydrogen bond decreased in all VUS as compared to the native BRCT repeats: the number of h-bond was 300--340 in the native BRCT, whereas the numbers fallen below 100 in P1749Q, M1775T and K1702T, and between 150 and 220 in G1738E, G1656R, A1708S, L1839S and Y1853D ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}G, H). NH bond predicted 77 variants as Deleterious and 52 variants as Tolerated;

*SASA:* It measures the relative expansion of protein structures. The value was the lowest of around 100 nm^2^ for the native BRCT but increased in multiple variants, such as the highest ones of around 145 nm^2^ for P1749Q, Y1853D, and L1839S, and higher ones between 110 and 120 nm^2^ for M1775T, G1738E, A1708S and K1702T ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}I, J). SASA predicted 74 variants as Deleterious and 53 variants as Tolerated;

*Covariance analysis:* It measures the overall strenuous motion within both native and variant protein structure. A total of 800 eigenvectors for 190 amino acid residues of BRCT repeats were generated for PCA analysis. Flexibility of all protein structures including the wild type and the mutants was measured by calculating the trace values for diagonalized covariance matrix. The sum of eigen values (trace of diagonalized matrix) was found to have increased strenuous motion for G1656R, K1702T, G1738E, M1775T and Y1853D compared to A1708S, P1749Q and L1839S. Covariance analysis elaborates the positive and negative-correlated motions in the protein ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}) and in the agreement with MD analysis. Covariance predicted 78 variants as deleterious and 53 variants as Tolerated;Fig. 3Covariance correlated motion changes between BRCT mutant structures measured by Principal Component Analysis. It shows the diagonalized covariance matrix of mutants for the eight variants that G1656R, K1702T, G1738E, M1775T and Y1853D have increased strenuous motion comparing to A1708S, P1749Q and L1839S.

Each of the MDS programs above classified the 131 variants into Deleterious and Tolerated groups following its own parameters. In order to provide high reliability of the variant classification, we set a cut-off condition that each classification must be supported by the same results from at least 5 of the 6 individual MDS programs. Under this condition, the 131 variants were classified into 78 (59.5%) Deleterious variants and 53 (40.4%) Tolerated variants ([Supplementary Table 1](#s0095){ref-type="sec"}).

Substantial changes of structural conformation can be visualized for most of the VUS classified as Deleterious by each MDS program. For example, variant M1663K, R1699G, A1708S and M1775L mapped to the hydrophobic core of the protein and disrupted the folding as well as structure of BRCT repeats; A1708E completely buried within the hydrophobic core by changing α-amino acid alanine to a negatively charged glutamic acid, thereby, destabilized the structure of BRCT repeats; P1749A and M1775R disrupted the interaction resulting in loss of function; S1655T, S1655Y, S1655F, G1656R, G1656S, G1656A, K1702T, K1702N, K1702Q caused translational shift, moved BRCT1 away from BRCT2, resulting in the loss of hydrogen bonding and disrupting the hydrophobic cleft; F1704L, F1704I, F1704C, M1775T, M1775V, M1775L, L1839S resulted in vertical conformation, thereby, altered interaction between phospho-proteins as well as loss of three hydrogen bonds at position R1699 of BRCT repeats; M1775T and L1839S changed polar and hydrophilicity affecting the packing or folding in local vicinity, causing distortions in the conserved surface cleft pocket ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). Many variants affected residues in the hydrophobic core of the BRCT repeats and disrupted its structural integrity. Covariance analysis clearly showed that mutants occupied more area in conformational space with high trace value than the native protein. The trace values of the native and deleterious mutant changes in cα atoms showed the flexible nature of the structure, and expansion of motion in deleterious mutants was observed from the range of eigen vectors in conformational space.Fig. 4Amino acid substitutions at specific phosphor-peptide binding position causing structural change. A. Native structure with M1775; B. Changed structure in M1775T; C. Native structure with L1839; D. Changed structure in L1839S.

Eight variants (G1656R, K1702T, A1708S, G1738E, P1749Q, M1775T, L1839S, Y1853D) were identified as the top Deleterious ones based on individual scores of MDS parameters through comparing with native BRCT structure as well as the known pathogenic and benign variants (control group). Further analyzing their changes in binding pattern for phospho-peptide interaction with BACH1 phospho-protein (PDBID: 2IHC) showed that the Deleterious variants demonstrated a loss of binding affinity to BACH1 when comparing to the native BRCT ([Supplementary Table 2](#s0095){ref-type="sec"}).

In summary, by using MDS**,** we were able to classify 69 VUS into 40 Deleterious and 29 Tolerated variants, 20 VUS with conflicting interpretations into 14 Deleterious and 6 Tolerated, and 42 unclassified variants into 24 Deleterious and 18 Tolerated variants ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Table 3](#s0095){ref-type="sec"}). The top eight Deleterious variants (c.4966G\>C, G1656R) (c.5105A\>C, K1702T) (c.5122G\>T, A1708S) (c.5217T\>G, G1738E) (c.5246C\>A, P1749Q) (c.5324T\>C, M1775T) (c.5516T\>C, L1839S) c.5557T\>G, Y1853D) are strong candidates as Pathogenic variants ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}), of which seven were VUS and only one (c.5105A\>C, K1702T) was unclassified variant.Fig. 5Histogram fitting distribution curve showing variant distribution frequency for 131 variants through respective MD simulation program (A) RMSD (B) RMSF (C) Rg (D) SASA (E) NH-bonds (F) Covariance.

3.2. Statistical analysis {#s0050}
-------------------------

Statistical analysis was performed for the classified 131 variants, along with the 10 known Pathogenic and 10 known Benign controls. All the datasets were observed being well discriminated in the scores plot between the two groups, i.e., Deleterious with the Pathogenic, and Tolerated with the Benign, respectively ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}). PC1 represented 98.5% of the explained variance compared to PC2, which represents 1.5% of the variance. Thus, the datasets were well defined and discriminated across the score's plots, indicating that the PCs were the clear representation of inter-group variance.Fig. 6Principal component analysis (PCA) of the BRCT variants for four groups. Red and purple circles represent the Tolerated (Benign) variants whereas green and cyan circles represent Deleterious (Pathogenic) variants clustered together respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Sensitivity (Se) and Specificity (Sp) for each MDS program was calculated along with the area under the curve AUC using the pROC function ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). The prediction accuracy for respective MD program to classify variants as Deleterious or Tolerated was further validated through receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve. Area under the curve (AUC) was calculated for each MDS program ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}) representing its ability to correctly classify the selected variants as Deleterious or Tolerated. Area under the ROC curve is statistically significant (area \>0.5) for all MDS programs, thus, we conclude that the variants were not randomly classified.Table 2Sensitivity, specificity and AUC values for respective MDS program.No.pROCRMSDRMSFRgSASANh-bondCovariance1Sensitivity (Se)0.93580.91020.89740.79480.80760.81262Specificity (Sp)0.86790.88670.830180.77350.77350.80843Area under curve (AUC)0.90190.89850.86380.78420.79060.8289Fig. 7Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve demonstrating AUC for respective MD simulation program (A) RMSD (B) RMSF (C) Rg (D) SASA (E) NH-bond (F) Covariance.

We further calculated the p-value and the 95% confidence interval (CI) for scores of Deleterious and Tolerated variants, in order to verify the statistical significance of different parameters used in simulation studies, utilizing the Wilcox test function. The results showed that the p-values for all parameters were statistically significant with p \< 0.05 ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}) and the estimated values for each MDS program were within the 95% CI interval.Table 3p-value and 95% confidence interval (CI) scores for respective MDS program.No.Methodsp-valueEstimateLower 95%Upper 95%1RMSD5.10E-220.2999233730.2000404080.2999594132RMSF1.51E-170.1000043890.0999709790.1499941063Rg3.57E-220.1999451070.1000789430.1999161334SASA8.04E-2310.0000110410.0000646219.999962455NH-bond3.53E-21−110.0000377−120.0000138−100.00002816Co-variance2.82E-234.2100454073.4000558174.310000299

3.3. Comparison of VUS classified by different assays {#s0055}
-----------------------------------------------------

We compared our classification for all 131 variants with these classified by different methodologies, including the saturation genome editing that predicted the hypothetical variations in *BRCA1* including BRCT repeats [@b0170], experimental assays [@b0180], [@b0270], [@b0275], and the classifications by major *BRCA1* variant databases (ENIGMA, ClinVar, LOVD, BIC, and UMD). The results showed that our classification is highly concordance with these classifications: 90 of 131 (68.70%) variant classification were consistent with the saturation genome editing data, 32 (82%) of 39 variant classification were consistent with different functional assays [@b0270]. For the 89 VUS unclassified in *BRCA1* databases, we were able to classify 75 (84.2%) as Deleterious or Tolerated, with 14 (15.7%) consistent between our analysis and *BRCA1* databases ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}). We also compared between our data and the data reported on the classification of 102 VUS in *BRCA1* BRCT study [@b0275]. Of the 17 shared VUS between the two studies, 6 variants were classified as Deleterious/Pathogenic and 5 variants classified as Tolerated/Benign by both studies. Further, we also compared our data with a recent study comprising of 248 *BRCA1* variants annotated through functionally validated sequence-based computational prediction models [@b0180]. Of the 38 variants shared in both studies, 20 (52.6%) were classified as Deleterious/Damaging and 5 (16.6%) as Tolerated/Neutral by both studies ([Supplementary Table 3](#s0095){ref-type="sec"}).Table 4Comparison of BRCT variant classification by different assays.ResultClassificationSGE (33)Structure (13)BRCA1 databases\**A. Summary of the comparison result*Total1313989Same90 (68.70%)32 (82%)14 (15.7%) Benign33102 Deleterious572212Difference41 (31.29%)7 (17.9%)75 (84.2%) Benign21333 Deleterious20442Not available09242  Variants reportedClassified by BRCA1 databases\*By current studycDNAAmino acid*B. Examples of variants classified by BRCA1 databases and current study*c.4951T\>Cp.S1651PUncertain Significance (2)Deleteriousc.4963T\>Ap.S1655TUncertain Significance (5)Deleteriousc.4963T\>Gp.S1655AUncertain Significance (5)Deleteriousc.4964C\>Ap.S1655YUncertain Significance (2)Deleteriousc.4966G\>Cp.G1656RUncertain Significance (2)Deleteriousc.4967G\>Cp.G1656AUncertain Significance (2)Deleteriousc.4981G\>Ap.E1661KUncertain Significance (2)Deleteriousc.4988T\>Ap.M1663KUncertain Significance (1)Deleteriousc.4993G\>Tp.V1665LUncertain Significance (2,5)Deleteriousc.5005G\>Cp.A1669PUncertain Significance (1)Deleteriousc.5066T\>Cp.M1689TUncertain Significance (2)Deleteriousc.5068A\>Cp.K1690QUncertain Significance (2,5)Deleteriousc.5071A\>Gp.T1691AUncertain Significance (2,5)Deleteriousc.5072C\>Tp.T1691IUnceratin Significance (1,5)Deleteriousc.5075A\>Cp.D1692AUncertain Significance (2)Deleteriousc.5090G\>Ap.C1697YUncertain Significance (2)Deleteriousc.5096G\>Tp.R1699LUncertain Significance (2)Deleteriousc.5101C\>Ap.L1701MUncertain Significance (2)Deleteriousc.5110T\>Cp.F1704LUncertain Significance (2)Deleteriousc.5112T\>Gp.F1704LUncertain Significance (2)Deleteriousc.4955T\>Cp.M1652TUncertain Significance (1)Toleratedc.4967G\>Ap.G1656DUncertain Significance (2)Toleratedc.4993G\>Ap.V1665MUncertain Significance (2,5)Toleratedc.5005G\>Tp.A1669SUncertain Significance (2,5)Toleratedc.5075A\>Tp.D1692VUncertain Significance (2,5)Toleratedc.5076T\>Ap.D1692EUncertain Significance (2)Toleratedc.5096G\>Cp.R1699PUncertain Significance (2)Toleratedc.5111T\>Ap.F1704YUncertain Significance (2)Toleratedc.5122G\>Ap.A1708TUncertain Significance (2)Toleratedc.5147A\>Gp.Y1716CUncertain Significance (1, 2)Toleratedc.5152T\>Gp.W1718GUncertain Significance (2)Toleratedc.5154G\>Ap.W1718SUncertain Significance (2)Toleratedc.5158A\>Tp.T1720SUncertain Significance (1)Toleratedc.5168T\>Ap.I1723NUncertain Significance (1, 3)Toleratedc.5172A\>Tp.K1724NUncertain Significance (2)Toleratedc.5186T\>Ap.L1729QUncertain Significance (2)Toleratedc.5215G\>Ap.D1739NUncertain Significance (2)Toleratedc.5242G\>Tp.G1748CUncertain Significance (1, 2)Toleratedc.5243G\>Tp.G1748VUncertain Significance (1)Toleratedc.5245C\>Ap.P1749TUncertain Significance (2)Toleratedc.5251C\>Gp.R1751GUncertain Significance (2)Tolerated[^1]

4. Discussion {#s0060}
=============

The presence of large quantity of VUS is an obstacle in applying *BRCA1* information for clinical cancer applications. Classification of VUS remains a difficult task although multiple approaches have been developed to address the issue [@b0175]. While experiment-based assays, e.g., through measuring homology damage repair and partner protein--protein interaction, can provide functional evidence for VUS classification, they are labor-intensive, time consuming, costly and difficult to scale-up to test large number of variants; computational approaches based on evolution conservation and/or molecular features have also been applied to classify VUS. However, the results are largely predictive and different programs often generate contradictive results. Recently, CRISPR-Cas9 technique was applied for functional classification of *BRCA1* variants including VUS. By using saturated genome editing in *BRCA1* coding exons and testing their functional impact on the viability of haploid cells, this approach provides a truly high-throughput manner for comprehensive classification of *BRCA1* VUS [@b0170]. However, viability of haploid cells affected by the edited *BRCA1* may not reflect the actual physical pathogenicity of VUS, as haploid cells contain only one-copy *BRCA1* whereas the natural *BRCA1* variant carriers are nearly exclusively heterozygotic carrying a varied-copy and an intact-copy of *BRCA1*. Therefore, lethal effects caused by a variant in haploid cells may not actually happen in heterozygotic diploid cells. Further, measuring the viability of haploid cells doesn't be necessary to reflect the pathogenic effects of variants, which promotes long-term oncogenic transformation rather than immediate lethal effects on the variant-carrying cells. New approaches are in demand in order to provide evidence for VUS classification in BRCA1 and other cancer predisposition genes. The use of structure-based computational simulation approaches can be a very promising means for the purpose, as it uses the well-established protein structure as the reference to determine the influences of a variant on the structure and is computational-based to allow high-throughput analysis [@b0275], [@b0280], [@b0285], [@b0290], [@b0295]. Its power is well reflected by our current study in using MDS to characterize the variant-induced structural changes in *BRCA1* BRCT repeats.

Based on the trajectory analysis using RMSD, RMSF, Rg, inter molecular NH bond analysis and SASA programs, the conformational changes from the native BRCT structure allow classification of VUS and unclassified variants into Deleterious or Tolerated variants. The eight well-known Deleterious variants (G1656R, K1702T, A1708S, G1738E, P1749Q, M1775T, L1839S, Y1853D) provide examples for the conformational change detected by each program, as reflected by high average deviation in RMSD, fluctuations in RMSF, high Rg results in flexibility, loss of hydrogen bonds and overall motion by the covariance vectors. 3D conformational dynamics in G1738E, M1775T, V1809S sites showed their +3-specificity pocket, and the interface between the N- and C- terminal BRCT repeats. In G1738E and M1775T, their positively charged side chains adopted a vertical orientation to block the binding of the Phe side chain at the +3-pocket, thereby, inhibited phospho-protein binding to the motif. Although V1809S occurred far from the +3-pocket, it caused the shift of M1775 position to block the phospho-protein binding to the motif, resulting in conformational change.

Further, graphical representation between the Deleterious and Tolerated variants classified through respective MDS program demonstrated fitted distribution histogram curve ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). Fitted distribution curve further demonstrated the probability distribution for selected variants and its maximum likelihood through each MDS program.

MDS for the 10 Pathogenic and 10 Benign controls in our study demonstrated a clear distinction in scores for each MDS program (RMSD, RMSF, Rg, SASA, NH-bond, Covariance) analyzed for a time period of 40 ns ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}). These scores were used as benchmark scoring towards classification of the 131 variants as Deleterious or Tolerated respectively. Variants classified by respective MDS program were also evaluated through AUC of the ROC curve ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}). The AUC value for each MDS program was found to be \>0.5, implying that the variants are not randomly classified. Also, the p-value was \<0.05 along with the estimate scores for each program within the 95% confidence interval.Fig. 8MD score of 10 known Pathogenic and 10 Benign variants by each MDS assay. It shows clear distinction of scores between the Pathogenic and Benign variants.

5. Conclusion {#s0065}
=============

Our study demonstrates that protein structure-based approach can be a powerful means to classify VUS and unclassified variants into Deleterious or Tolerated variants in cancer predisposition genes. Data from such studies should provide solid evidence to further classify pathogenicity of the variants to promote their clinical applications in cancer prevention and treatment.
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[^1]: \*BRCA databases: 1: ENIGMA; 2: ClinVar; 3: LOVD; 4: BIC; 5: UMD.
